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Join the Cat in the Hat as he makes learning to read a joy! Itâ€™s a rainy day and Dick and Sally

canâ€™t find anything to do . . . until the Cat in the Hat unexpectedly appears and turns their dreary

afternoon into a fun-filled extravaganza! This beloved Beginner Book by Dr. Seuss, which also

features timeless Dr. Seuss characters such as Fish and Thing 1 and Thing 2, is fun to read aloud

and easy to read alone. Written using 236 different words that any first or second grader can read,

itâ€™s a fixture in home and school libraries and a favorite among parents, beginning readers,

teachers, and librarians. Originally created by Dr. Seuss, Beginner Books encourage children to

read all by themselves, with simple words and illustrations that give clues to their meaning.From the

Hardcover edition.
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Researchers constantly find that reading to children is valuable in a variety of ways, not least of

which are instilling a love of reading and improved reading skills. With better parent-child bonding

from reading, your child will also be more emotionally secure and able to relate better to others.

Intellectual performance will expand as well. Spending time together watching television fails as a



substitute.To help other parents apply this advice, as a parent of four I consulted an expert, our

youngest child, and asked her to share with me her favorite books that were read to her as a young

child. The Cat in the Hat Comes Back was one of her picks.The theme of this story builds from The

Cat in the Hat. In that story, two children are home alone when the cat in the hat visits, makes a

horrible mess, and manages to clean it all up just as mother returns. Although the family fish warned

them about the cat, the children were gullible.In this story, the children are not gullible, but the cat

takes advantage of them anyway. The children are home alone shoveling deep snow while their

mother is away in town for the day. The cat in the hat goes into the house before they can stop him,

and eats cake in the bath tub while bathing. They told him to get out and pulled the plug.

Unfortunately, that left a long pink cat ring. A contrite, but overconfident, cat in the hat says he'll take

care of everything. But he just moves the pink mess from one valuable object to another, starting

with mother's white dress. He is a very foolish cat!Soon, he needs help. In his hat are 26 little cats

from A to Z who are specialists at cleaning up the messes he just made. Eventually, the outside

snow is so covered in pink spots so that the whole yard is one big spot!

Researchers constantly find that reading to children is valuable in a variety of ways, not least of

which are instilling a love of reading and improved reading skills. With better parent-child bonding

from reading, your child will also be more emotionally secure and able to relate better to others.

Intellectual performance will expand as well. Spending time together watching television fails as a

substitute.To help other parents apply this advice, as a parent of four I consulted an expert, our

youngest child, and asked her to share with me her favorite books that were read to her as a young

child. The Cat in the Hat was one of her picks.I have always thought of this book as a metaphor for

the sort of "make believe" thinking that children like to do and are good at. The setting is a cold rainy

day, and the children's mother isn't home. I have always transformed that into they are playing in

their room while their mother is busy elsewhere in the house. Suddenly, a mysterious cat arrives

who can do remarkable jugging (until he drops everything) and brings in a fun box (with two little

creatures who fly kites). A parental voice, however, is always present in the form of the children's

fish who constantly warns them to get rid of the cat in the hat.Suddenly, the mother is spotted about

to reenter the house. The children are panic-stricken. The house is a mess! What to do? They are

obviously about to be really in for it. I can feel the adrenaline rushing even now as I remember

similar situations with friends as a child.But then, the cat in the hat returns with a miraculous device

which cleans everything up! And then he is gone, just as their mother steps in. She asks, "Did you

have any fun? Tell me. What did you do?
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